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 Data Sheet

IQ3.../MSTP/BINC/..
MS/TP BACnet Internetwork Node Controller

IQ3.../MSTP/BINC/..

Description)

The IQ3.../MSTP/BINC/... provides an interface between an MS/TP 
trunk (and its IQeco controllers) and the rest of the Trend Building 
Management System. It supports BACnet over MSTP. The unit also 
contains standard IQ3 functionality (e.g strategy), and provides 
virtual CNCs which allow supervisory or tool software running 
on PCs on the Ethernet network to connect to the Trend system.

Note that standard IQ3 functionality is described in the IQ3 data 
sheet TA200505; this IQ3../.../MSTP/BINC/... data sheet describes 
the additional functionality of the /MSTP/BINC/.. option.

Features

 ▪ Trend system interface with MS/TP trunk (IQecos).
 ▪ Standard IQ configuration modules.
 ▪ BACnet over MS/TP
 ▪ MS/TP option board with terminator

Physical
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FuNCTIoNAlITy
The IQ3../MSTP/BINC/.. (IQ3/BINC) acts as an interface 
between the Trend system and the MS/TP trunk. This enables it 
to be used in a number of applications including the integration 
of IQecos into the Trend system.

SySTEM

Full system details of the IQ3 are given in the IQ3 Configuration 
Reference Manual TE200768; the IQ3/BINC details are given in 
the /MSTP/BINC/ supplement TE210120.

IQ3/BINC/ Controller

The IQ3/BINC has an extra vCNC compared to the basic IQ3, 
so the internal nodes look like the diagram below:

vCNC1vINC

IQ3.../MSTP/BINC

CNC sCNC

RS232

IQ3

control

vCNC2

vINC: The IQ3/BINC always has a virtual INC (internetwork 
node contoller) unlike the basic IQ3 which only has one if it is 
the lowest address on its Lan. The IQ3/BINC takes a Lan for 
itself so cannot join another Trend Lan on Ethernet.

vCNC1, vCNC2: There are two virtual CNCs, so that if a 
supervisor is connected to the IQ3/BINC, an engineering tool 
can also be conected by way of the other virtual CNC.

CNC: This is the CNC for the IQ3 itself.

sCNC: The supervisor CNC is only present if the local supervisor 
port is set to a non-zero address. This enables a supervisor, 
tool, or display panel to be connected by way of the RS232 port.

Trend on MS/TP
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The IQeco can operate on the MS/TP trunk without the IQ3/BINC 
being present. It will try to form a network with any other Trend 
device on the MS/TP trunk. If other IQecos are present they will try 
to form a network together. As a result attribute type IC comms set 
up for communication between controllers will operate successfully, 
and any pre-configured IQeco will run its control strategy. Although 
BACnet comms will work with default settings, the IQ3/BINC and 
SET/IQTool can be used temporarily to set up addresses (e.g. 
avoid duplicate addresses) and other parameters, and then be 
removed. For IQeco 31, 35, 38 a PC running SET/IQTool can be 
connected by way of an IQeco’s USB port.

If IQecos and an IQ3/BINC are connected as a system ‘out of the 
box’ they will form a network; the IQ3/BINC will give the IQecos its 
default Lan address (9), and the controllers will all be accessible 

to a supervisor or tool using the IQ3/BINC’s Ethernet connection 
or RS232 or USB serial port connections (although there is  a 
remote chance of an address clash as described in the IQeco 
Configuration Manual, TE2010089).

The IQ3/BINC’s vINC connects to Ethernet on one side, and 
to MS/TP on the other. The IQecos connect to MS/TP, and 
together with the IQ3/BINC’s internal nodes they form a local 
Lan. The address of the IQ3/BINC’s vINC on this Lan is fixed 
at 126 (i.e. any INC’s address on its Lan), and the Lan number 
of the Lan is set in the IQ3/BINC (Address module/Local Lan). 
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The IQ3/BINC takes a Lan for itself, its vINC is always present  
and there cannot be another Ethernet IQ3 on the same Lan as 
the BINC.

There can be only one Lan on the MS/TP trunk. There cannot 
be another IQ3/BINC on the same MS/TP trunk.
In the equivalent logical diagram above, the IQ3 BINC is shown 
with its default settings, Outstation 9 on Lan 9; vCNC1 is at 
address 1 (with port address 10001), and vCNC2 at 4 (with port 
address 10004). The sCNC has been enabled by changing its 
address from zero to 6. 
The IQecos’ addresses are set in the factory on a rolling basis, 
(range 11 to 119). If required they can be changed using IQTool. 
In the above example they have addresses 11 to 13.

The IQecos are all on Lan 9; the Lan number has been set up 
in each IQeco by the IQ3/BINC. The other Ethernet IQ3 is on a 
separate Lan (Lan22).

The two IQ3’s vINCs together create an internetwork. So that 
a 963 running on the PC would be able to interrogate both the 
IQecos on Lan 9, and the IQ3 on Lan 22 by way of vCNC1.

The BACnet MAC address of an IQeco will always be the same 
as its Trend device address. The IQ3/BINC has a default MAC 
address of zero and a default BACnet network number equal to 
the Trend Lan number but both of these may be changed in the 
BINC’s BACnet MSTP network module.  

The BINC’s, and IQeco’s BACnet Device Instances will default 
to a function of their Trend Lan Number and device addresses 
(Lan number x1000+Device Address), but may be changed in 
the devices’ BACnet Application network modules.

Other non Trend MS/TP master and slave devices can be added 
to the trunk, but their presence may compromise the physical 
network loading and bandwidth. Care must be taken to avoid 
a BACnet MAC address clash. Master devices are required to 
use BACnet MAC addresses in the range 0 to 127, and slave 
devices are required to use BACnet MAC addresses 128 to 254.

Note if communicating with an IQeco through a BACnet router, 
communication with the IQeco is only possible using BACnet 
protocol. Trend communications will not work unless the router 
is an IQ3/BINC
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For example an IQ2 sending its alarm to an IQ3/BINC on a 
remote Lan will send it to the IQ3/BINC’s controller address on 
the IQ3/BINC’s Lan.

using a Remote IQ3/BINC: The ability to send the alarms to 
a remote IQ3/BINC enables remote IQ controllers to make use 
of the IQ3/BINC’s alarm strategy. For example an IQeco can 
use an IQ3/BINC on another Lan in order to send alarms to a 
different destination than that set up on its local IQ3/BINC.

Alarm from Current loop lan being forwarded: Alarms 
from a current loop Lan will be initiated by IQ1, IQ2, IQ3/LAN 
or IQ4/LAN; they will be of Trend Alarm type and so need to be 
forwarded as Email, or IP (if to be received by a device making 
a temporary Ethernet connection). 

Network Alarms and Alarms for forwarding: Note that a 
network module alarm group is also used to handle network 
type alarms from that particular network, so both alarms for 
forwarding and appropriate network alarms will be forwarded 
through the IQ3/BINC’s  alarm strategy.

Alarm forwarding to a vCNC: Alarm forwarding as Trend 
Lan type alarm is not supported. If this is required the alarms 
can be targeted directly to that vCNC rather than using alarm 
forwarding. 

HARDWARE

The standard IQ3 hardware is covered in the IQ3 data sheet, 
TA200505. 
The MS/TP Auxiliary Board is only fitted to the IQ3/BINC so is 
described here.

MSTP Auxiliary Board (/MSTP/)

The IQ3../MSTP/BINC/... is supplied complete with an MSTP 
auxiliary board fitted in the auxiliary board slot, and with a 
special auxiliary board cover which enables access to the 
auxiliary board switch and connector.

TX

RX

TXEN

A B

MS/TP

C
R

 2
0
3
2

OK
Bat te ry 
socket

MS/TP
terminals

Comms LEDs

MS/TP terminator switch

The auxiliary board also has the facility for a backup battery
so it can also fulfil the function of the XCITE/BBC (battery board
option). However, the CR2032 battery is not supplied, and must 
be purchased separately if a battery backup option is required.

MS/TP Terminals: The MS/TP terminals are 2 wide.

MS/TP Terminator Switch: The terminator switch is used to 
switch the IQ3/BINC’s integral 120 ohm terminating resistor in 
or out of circuit.
The MS/TP trunk should be terminated at each end
The IQ3/BINC facilitates this by having a terminator which can 
be switched in or out. To use the terminator the IQ3/BINC must 
be at one end of the trunk with the terminator switched in. A 120 
ohm resistor must be connected across the MSTP terminals of 
the MS/TP device at the other end, see below.

terminator in circuit terminator out of circuit

INC Alarm Forwarding

INC Alarm Forwarding enables the IQ3/BINC to forward IQ 
controller alarms either to the IP address of a remote Trend 
supervisor making temporary connection to the site (TCP/IP 
dial up) or to an email address.

INC alarm forwarding is a feature of the permanent vINC which 
is present in both IQ3/BINC and IQ4NC. It satisfies a similar 
requirement to that provided by the EINC and 3xtend/EINC L 
when the vCNC is set up in alarm mode.

This feature can be used by any Trend IQ controller but is 
particularly useful for controllers which do not have direct 
Ethernet access, do not have IP Address, or Email alarm 
destination types, such as IQ1, IQ2, IQL, IQeco, IQ3/LAN, IQ4/
LAN.

The IQ controller will send the alarms to be forwarded to the 
IQ3/BINC which will receive the alarms using the receiving 
network module (i.e. BACnet MSTP or Ethernet IP). The IQ3/
BINC controller must have the alarm group parameter set up 
in this network module. The network module will then place the 
alarm in the specified alarm group so it can then be processed 
in the normal manner through group, route, and destination 
modules for transmission to the required IP or email address. 
Care should be taken in the configuration of the alarm format in 
the sending IQ controller as only certain formats are supported 
for different destinations; full details of the forwarded alarm 
type and format are given in the IQ3 Configuration Manual, 
TE200768.
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The diagram above shows an IQeco sending an alarm to the 
IQ3/BINC on its local Lan which is forwarding it to a 963.

Target Address for Alarms to be forwarded: Any controller on 
the system can use an IQ3/BINC’s alarm forwarding, generally 
by sending its alarms to address 126 on the IQ4NC’s Lan. A full 
list of recommended addesses and Lan numbers to be used is 
given in the table below:

IQ3/BINC on local lan IQ3/BINC on 
Remote lan

IQ outstation lan outstation lan
IQeco
(Pre 
v2.2)

126 IQ3/BINC’s 
Lan Number

126 IQ3/
BINC’s 

Lan 
Number

IQeco
(v2.2 or 
greater)

126 0 
or 

IQ3/BINC’s 
Lan Number 

IQ4 - 
Upgrade 
to v3.2 
or 
greater

Not applicable
Local Lan always MS/TP

IQ1/2/3 Not applicable
Local Lan always MS/TP

IQ3/BINC’s 
Controller 
address
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lEDs 
TX: This yellow LED is illuminated when the interface 
is transmitting, and extinguished when it is receiving. It 
normally flashes as communications proceed.
RX: This yellow LED is illuminated when the interface is 
receiving, and extinguished when it is transmitting.  It 
normally flashes as communications proceed.
TXEN: This green LED is illuminated when the interface 
is in receive mode and extinguished when it is in transmit 
mode.
oK: On power up this green LED flashes for 100 ms each 
time a message is transmitted by the BINC, after which 
it stays on indicating that the BINC has successfully built 
a Trend Lan on the MS/TP network. If the BINC does not 
receive any messages (i.e. a deaf BINC), it will flash every 
800 ms for 700 ms.

MS/TP Trunk
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IQeco /31, /35 /38
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The IQ3/BINC behaves as a master on the MS/TP trunk. MS/TP 
(master-slave token passing) is based on the two wire RS485 
network. It can operate at speeds from 9.6 to 76.8 kbaud. 76.8 
kbaud is recommended for best performance. The baud rate 
is set in the IQ3/BINC MSTP network module and the IQecos 
automatically set their baud rates to match. The baud rates of all 
devices on the trunk must be the same.

The MS/TP trunk should be wired as a straight bus (not loop 
or star). Use tinned copper, screened, twisted-pair cable 
with characteristic impedance between 100 and 130 ohms. 
Distributed capacitance between conductors shall be less than 
100 pF per meter (30 pF per foot). Distributed capacitance 
between conductors and screen shall be less that 200 pF per 
meter (60 pF per foot). Foil or braided screens are acceptable. 
The maximum recommended length of an MS/TP segment is 
1200 meters (4000 feet) with AWG 18 (0.82 mm2 conductor 
area) cable
The use of greater distances and/or different wire gauges shall 
comply with the electrical specifications of EIA-485. Details 
of recommended cable are given in the Trend TP Cable Data 
Sheet, TA200541

All MS/TP devices (BINC, IQecos, or third party devices) must 
have their power supply neutral or ground terminal connected to 
earth, in conjunction with normal safety wiring.

The IQ3/BINC provides network biasing (470 ohms); a maximum 
of two devices on the network can provide network biasing.
Matched terminating resistors (±1%, ¼ Watt, range 100 to 130 
ohms) are required as shown above.

Up to 3 repeaters may be used. Each MS/TP segment must 
have a single point screen ground. Do not ground the MS/TP 
screen using a controller terminal. Do not ground both ends of 
the screen. Screen should be continuous; at connecting points, 
tie the screen through a terminal.
Failure to comply with these practices will result in 
significant impairment of the communication performance.

There may be the IQ3/BINC with up to 64 IQecos or other 
manufacturer’s devices on the MS/TP trunk.

A separate limitation is that the MS/TP segment supports up 
to 32 ‘unit’ loads. The IQeco presents a ¼ BACnet ‘unit’ load 
(ref. EIA-485), as does the IQ3../BINC/...; other manufacturer’s 
devices may have different unit loads. 

Note that the MS/TP network has different requirements to 
the IQl loNWoRKS® network

FIRMWARE

Capability

The IQ3/BINC is limited to two IQ3xact versions:
IQ3xact/00/MSTP/BINC (zero I/O points)
IQ3xact/12/MSTP/BINC (12 I/O points)

Both of these IQ3/BINCs will have full IQ3xact strategy 
capability. 
This consists of all the modules, with 10,000 brIQs (maximum), 
and 500,000 bytes plot memory (maximum).

For example, a strategy can be installed which would enable 
the IQ3/BINC to control the time zones for the IQecos on the 
trunk, and to send them the occupation states using IC Comms. 
as appropriate.

IQ3/BINC Modules

Network Modules:

BACnet MSTP: A new network module providing the following 
features:

Enable/Disable communications over MS/TP
Set/monitor MS/TP MAC address
Set/monitor Network Number
Baud Rate
Alarm Group (for MS/TP network alarms)
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Warning: Contains no serviceable parts. 
Opening the unit exposes hazardous voltages

BACnet Application Module, BACnet IP module, Ethernet 
IP module: These modules are used by the basic IQ. 

BACnet addressing: The BINC can always be addressed by 
Device Instance (set in the BACnet Application Module).
It can also be addressed by Network Number and MAC Address.
On Ethernet its Network number is set in the BACnet IP module, 
and its MAC address is a function of the IQ3’s IP address (set 
in the Ethernet IP module) and its UDP port (set in the BACnet 
IP module).
On MS/TP its network number and MAC address are both set in 
the BACnet MSTP module.

option Module: 
TheIQ3/MSTP/BINC includes the MSTP Lan Card and the INC 
functionality options.

Virtual CNC:
The IQ3/BINC has an additional virtual CNC module because 
two vCNCs are available in the BINC.

Network Alarms

The IQ3/BINC will report the following MS/TP network alarms 
through the BACnet MSTP network module alarm group.

MSTP LAN Broken (NKBK)
MSTP LAN OK (NKOK)
MSTP LAN Changed (NKCH)

FIElD MAINTENANCE
The IQ3.../MSTP/BINC/.. requires no routine maintenance.

DISPoSAl
COSHH (Control of Substances Hazardous to Health - 
UK Government Regulations 2002) ASSESSMENT FOR 
DISPOSAL OF IQ3.../MSTP/BINC/... The only part affected is 
the lithium battery (on the auxiliary board - if fitted) which must 
be disposed of in a controlled way.

RECYCLING .
All plastic and metal parts are recyclable. The printed circuit 
board may be sent to any PCB recovery contractor to recover 
some of the components for any metals such as gold and silver.

WEEE Directive:

At the end of their useful life the packaging , 
product, and any battery should be disposed of 
by a suitable recycling centre.

Do not dispose of with normal household waste.
Do not burn.

CoMPATIBIlITy
See IQ3 Data Sheet TA200505.
SET 6.8 is required to configure IQ3/BINC specific parameters.
IQ3/BINC is compatible with 963 v3.3 and IQView v1.4.
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MS/TP cabling and installation requirements are 
described in the MS/TP trunk hardware section above

INSTAllATIoN
The IQ3/BINC installation follows the same process as that 
described in the IQ3 data sheet except for the additional steps 
required for the MS/TP interface. The procedure involves:

mount the controller in position
connect power, do not power up
connect Ethernet if required
connect RS232 if required (Supervisor/Tool PC, IQView, 
IQView4, RD-IQ, or SDU-xcite)
terminate the I/O channels, leave unconnected (not IQ3xact/00)
connect MS/TP interface
insert battery in auxiliary board if required 
power up
set MS/TP terminator switch position 
set up IP address parameters (if Ethernet used) using IPTool
setup Lan number using IPTool,
check Ethernet network if connected
configure BACnet IP, MS/TP address parameters using IQTool
configure the strategy, I/O modules used
download strategy file and other configuration files
check BACnet communications using SET
connect inputs and check operation
connect outputs and check operation
check web pages using a browser

This installation procedure is covered as follows: IQ3../MSTP/
BINC/... Installation Instructions - Mounting TG201096, plus 
IQ3xact Installation Instructions - Mounting TG200766, plus IQ3 
Installation Instructions - Configuration TG201160.

CoNNECTIoNS

The connections are described in the IQ3 data sheet except for 
the MSTP board connections as shown below.
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oRDER CoDES
IQ3xact/00/MSTP/BINC/100-240: Web enabled controller with no inputs or outputs, non expandable by the I/O bus. 100 to 240 Vac 

input power supply. Plus MSTP/BINC functionality. 
IQ3xact/00/MSTP/BINC/24: Web enabled controller with no inputs or outputs, non expandable by the I/O bus. 24 Vac or 24 to 

36  Vdc input power supply. Plus MSTP/BINC functionality.
IQ3xact/12/MSTP/BINC/100-240: Web enabled controller with 6 universal inputs and 6 voltage outputs, non expandable by the I/O 

bus. 100 to 240 Vac input power supply. Plus MSTP/BINC functionality.
IQ3xact/12/MSTP/BINC/24: Web enabled controller with 6 universal inputs and 6 voltage outputs, non expandable by the I/O bus. 

24 Vac or 24 to 36 Vdc input power supply. Plus MSTP/BINC functionality.

The versions available in the USA are /MSTP/BINC/24 versions and are identified by adding /USA/UL/ after MSTP/BINC e.g.:
IQ3xact/00/MSTP/BINC/uSA/ul/24, zero I/O points, non-expandable, MSTP/BINC option, 24 V power supply, For USA, UL rated.

SPECIFICATIoN
See IQ3 data sheet, TA200505, for specifications except for MSTP auxiliary board as below:

/MSTP/...
MSTP Bus
 Distance :Dependent on cable type and wire 

gauge as specifeid in EIA-485.  
 Load :¼ BACnet ‘unit’ load
 Signalling :RS-485 signalling transceiver standard
 Baud rate :9k6 to 76k8 baud.
 Termination :100 to 130 ohms matched each end
Terminator :Integral terminator 120 ohms. Can be 

switched on or out.
Battery option  :Battery socket for CR2032 3 V lithium 

button cell. On board ‘supercap’ 
supports clock for up to 6 days in case 
of power failure but battery will support 
it for several years.

 Note that if the battery option is required 
the battery cell must be purchased 
separately.

Connectors
RS485  :2 wide 2 part screw terminals for 0.5 

to 2.5 mm2 cross section area (14 to 20 
AWG) cables.

LEDs
TX  :(yellow) Flashes ON while sending 

communications
RX  :(yellow) Flashes ON while receiving 

communications
RTS/TXEN  :(green) ON when interface ready to 

receive
OK :(green) On power up flashes for 

100 ms each time a message is 
transmitted by the BINC, after which it 
stays on indicating that the BINC has 
successfully built a Lan on the MS/TP 
network. If the BINC does not receive 
any messages (i.e. a deaf BINC), it will 
flash every 800 ms for 700 ms.

Version  :This document covers
Firmware  :IQ3.. v3.03
/MSTP/ Board  :AM106987 v1


